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enemy number one

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

satan lies to the face, this is an inherent quality to the adversary’s work.
As he did in the garden, in order that we might defeat ourselves
by separating our will and our life from their source: GOD…
where a blessed people cannot be cursed, But heeding satan,
the protective surrounding of life that constantly feeds our true life
is gone, we lost it, and we, like a leaf plucked from the tree,
begin to die and live off the ever lessening life that remained
This is how Balaam got The Jews to defeat themselves with the sin
of foreign women, but a blessed person can sin and suffer The
Consequences of that self-willed choice -that generated willful
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even severely fro the outside by negative forces and evil spirits,
It really remains up to us…..say yes to GOD…
say no to satan; always, in all ways. Period.
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The Heart of The Matter
satan studies you

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

‘satan, your number
one external adversary, is after you,
studies you to help
you defeat you, entice
you to sin, attract you
to that which is other
than GOD and to do
that which will detract
you from GOD. Treat
him like the enemy he
is; crafty, wily, always
looking for something
to use against you.

Watch out for him,
stay ever closer to
GOD, and keep on
The Full armor of
GOD. Ephesians 6:10
-18. Do not give your
enemy anything to
work with; die to the
self, die to the carnal
nature; deny self, elevate GOD in all that
you do; GOD, glorify
GOD. Give the devil
no place: in heart or

home, in relationships,
or at the job; do not sell
out; love people, treat
them with respect; treat
them as GOD would,
with The ever present
help and wisdom of THE
HOLY SPIRIT WHO will
lead you into all the
Truth; trust GOD, be
wary of your enemy
number one.

Who’s tempting whom?!
Whose really tempting you?! Let’ see:
GOD Tells us: James
(really Jacob) 1:13-17:
Let no man say when
he is tempted: I am
tempted of GOD, for
GOD cannot be tempted with evil neither
tempts HE any man,
but every man is
tempted when he is

drawn away of his
own lust, and enticed.
Then when sin has
conceived, it brings
forth sin, and sin,
when it is fully formed,
brings forth death. Do
not err, my beloved
brethren. Every good
and perfect gift is from
above, and comes
down from THE FA-

THER of Lights, with
WHOM change has no
place, or shadow of
turning.” Thus, once
again, the blame, the
responsibility, the
onus rests directs with
and upon us; the one
from whom sin –
rebellion-transgression
-iniquity, originate. It
is, once again; us.
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Did you know
is not your friend?
It’s true; he is not your
friend; acquaintance,
buddy. He is your enemy. He doesn’t care for
you, he has nothing of
lasting value for you, he
is incapable of loving
you. Note he has no true
power, and his fate is
the worst ever to be; you
don’t want to be anywhere near him, or assosatan

ciated with him. So stop
doing the things that associate you: to lie, cheat,
steal, misrepresent, be
dishonest, not truthful,
not keeping your word of
truth spoken and committed to GOD. Get rid of the
old man, and be renewed
in The Image of THE ONE
WHO made you, renewed
in knowledge. Study The
Word of GOD and know.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word today is satan: It is composed of three Hebrew
Letters: Shin (Sin)-TetNun Sofit. It’s intrinsic
meaning, in Hebrew is
a fascinating revelation into the essence
of how satan works. It
means: 1. To destroy
the surrounding of

Eternal life. 2. To destroy the surrounding
of intense life. This is
both fascinating and
revealing. For satan, by
his very nature being
‘the adversary, (what
satan means at a superficial level-plain text
level-pashat) is always
trying to strip away

from you the protective surrounding of
The Life that GOD has
for you, in essence attempting to get you
attracted to that which
is not of GOD so that
you would sin and to
that degree cut yourself off from The Life
that GOD has for you.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
things are not only difficult,
but some people are truly not
serving GOD but only giving
lip-service to GOD? Pray for
them. Be a model of CHRIST
to them. Speak life to them.
Be an encouragement to them.
Have ready answers for them
that are the truth, but spoken
in love. Love these people.
Somewhere they took a left
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turn and got left. Plant seeds.
Uproot error. Correct the lens
that they look at the world
with. Reach them where they
are, and help them be where
they should be: before GOD, in
GOD, with GOD forever. Don’t
give up on them. Do not get
frustrated with them. Imagine
their passion being used for
good instead of evil, like Saul
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before he had his conversion
and Paul emerged. Pray them
to and into their “road to Damascus” experience, where
they will deal –have to dealwith The Risen LORD YESHUA
HAMASHIACH. Remember
your past, before CHRIST.
Everyone of us has had our
B.C.= before CHRIST, life. Help
them reach their A.D. Life!
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For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions:
THE FATHER,
THE SON, and
THE HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

4.

5.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.
We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the dead
on the third day according to
the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come again
to judge the world and reign
in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the Atoning Blood Sacrifice of THE
LAMB of GOD has the power
to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE, is
the only ONE who can bring
peace to Israel and the nations .

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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